Abstract. Data leakage causes significant losses and privacy breaches worldwide. In this paper we present a white-box data leakage detection system to spot anomalies in database transactions. We argue that our approach represents a major leap forward w.r.t. previous work because: i) it significantly decreases the False Positive Rate (FPR) while keeping the Detection Rate (DR) high; on our experimental dataset, consisting of millions of real enterprise transactions, we measure a FPR that is orders of magnitude lower than in state-of-the-art comparable approaches; and ii) the white-box approach allows the creation of self-explanatory and easy to update profiles able to explain why a given query is anomalous, which further boosts the practical applicability of the system.
Introduction
Data is valuable; databases, storing customer and confidential business data, represent a core asset for any organization. This makes data leakage, i.e. the unauthorized/unwanted transmission of data and information [1] , a major threat. The harm caused by a data leakage includes economic loss, damage to the reputation and decrease of the customers' trust. In case the leakage involves personal or sensitive information, legal liability for not complying with data protection laws also comes into play. To reduce these enormous costs and comply with legislation, timely detection of data leakage is essential.
Insiders threats, e.g. malevolent or simply careless employees, are amongst the top sources of data leakage: because of their right to access internal resources, such as databases, insiders can cause significant damages [2] . According to [3] , data leaked from database accounts for most of the records disclosed in 2012.
Access Control (AC) mechanisms [4] aim to guarantee that only users that have the rights can access certain data and as such form a first line of defense against data leakage. However, AC has some limitations. For example, AC rules might be not expressive enough and, especially in dynamic context, might require frequent and costly updates. In addition, AC might reduce data availability which is critical in emergency situations (e.g. in healthcare domains) or productivity (e.g. time loss to ask for permission to access certain documents). As a result, organisations often apply relaxed AC policies by giving users access to more information than they actually need [5] , which obviously also reduces the AC effectiveness against data leakage. Beside AC, tools and methodologies exist for data leakage detection and prevention [6] , which mainly differ in the location where they operate (e.g. network, workstation or database). In this paper we act at a database level: in this way we can detect leakages at a very early stage, i.e. when sensitive data is leaving its primary source.
Academic solutions to database leakage detection typically work by monitoring database traffic in terms of SQL queries. Existing solutions can be divided into signature-based and behavioural-based systems [7] . Generally, in signaturebased systems a blacklist defines the set of dangerous or denied access patterns. On the other hand, behavioural-based systems automatically learn permitted access patterns by observing 'normal' activities and mark every anomaly as potential threat. The main problem of signature-based approaches is that they can only detect well-known attacks, whereas behavioural-based approaches have the great potential of detecting unknown database attacks. In addition, by automatically generating fine-grained profiles, behavioural-based solutions require less human-effort thus offering the best possible detection at the lowest cost. These advantages make behavioural-based approaches widely adopted in literature [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . However, these approaches have also drawbacks. The first problem is the high False Positive Rate (FPR) they usually generate. Since each false alert has to be analyzed by the security officer to establish whether it indicates a real threat or not, false positives have a high operational cost. In network anomaly detection [16, 17] (a different yet similar field), a system starts to be "usable in practice" when it shows a FPR in the order of 0,01%, a rate by far not attained by present database anomaly detection systems. The second drawback is that current solutions provide little or no support for alert handling. Usually, when an alert is raised, it prompts an investigation process carried out by the security officer. It is important to support the security officer in making a correct and efficient decision by providing as much useful information as possible on the nature of the alert. In this respect, signature-based systems have an 'unfair' advantage: when they raise an alert, they can say exactly which signature is violated and why this violation may constitute a problem. On the other hand, behaviourbased solutions usually accompany a raised alert with a deviation degree or an anomaly score which is virtually useless to the officer as it does not clearly state "what is going on". Explaining the reason of an alert is generally more difficult for anomaly detection systems because of their black-box nature, i.e. the underlying engine (be it a neural network or a machine learning classifier) is difficult to understand and update, properties which are particularly important to reduce the number of false positives and to understand the meaning of an alert.
To enable practical detection of unknown database leakage threats we introduce what, to the best of our knowledge, is the first white-box behavioural-based database leakage detection system. As opposed to existing black-box solutions, which only flag a transaction as anomalous or not, the white-box approach enables the extrapolation of the root cause of an alarm. Our system creates selfexplanatory and easy to update histogram-based profiles of database usage by observing SQL queries and raises an alarm when a query does not match the profiles. Finally, the system provides a feedback mechanism enabling the officer to mark an alarm as false positive, so that the system can be updated accordingly to avoid the repetition of the same mistake. Thanks to this new approach, our system strongly mitigates the aforementioned problems, namely:
-the white-box approach makes profiles and detection rules self-explanatory, so that users can easily modify them to improve the system accuracy; -when an alarm is raised, the system explicitly indicates the alarm's root cause, facilitating the user in handling the alarms; -the feedback mechanism permits to progressively reduce the FPR. To validate the proposed solution, we carried out two sets of experiments, the first one using a database consisting of more than two million real transactions taken from a company database and the second one taken from a simulated scenario. In these experiments we benchmarked the systems against the ones presented in [9] and [10] . According to these tests, our system achieves a very high Detection Rate (DR) with a FPR which is one or two orders of magnitude lower (i.e. better) than the approaches used for comparison.
The Framework
The solution we present in this paper targets two core objectives, namely i) maximizing the DR of known and unknown threats; and ii) minimizing the FPR, i.e. the number of normal transactions erroneously marked as anomalous. To meet these objectives it is necessary to have a rich feature space, i.e. a set of features describing database transactions able to capture database usage at a fine-grain, so that even small deviations from usual behaviour can be detected. Figure 1 shows the five main phases of our framework. The first phase, the Data Collection and Feature Extraction, captures users (SQL) transactions (select/insert/update) and extracts the feature space. The output of this phase is the training set, used during Profiling phase to construct normal behaviour profiles. Once profiles are ready the security officer can use the Tuning to inspect them and verify whether they are complete, and optionally decide to extend the profiling period. The tuning generates a detection engine which is used during Detection to flag each new incoming query as normal or anomalous. In case of an anomalous query, an alert which clearly states why the detector considers it as an anomaly is raised. Finally, when an alarm is raised, the Feedback mechanism allows the security officer to flag it as false positive, which cause an immediate update of profiles and detection engine so that the same mistake is not repeated.
Data Collection and Feature Extraction
Definition 1 (Feature Space). The feature space F = f 1 , f 2 , ..., f n is the list of query characteristics, including its syntax, result and context (features), used to represent a query. The feature space determines the level of details of the profiles we build, and the kind of attacks that can be detected. Table 1 describes our feature space; features can be divided into three groups: syntax-centric, context-centric, and result-centric. Each type of feature helps in detecting specific threats. For example, syntax-centric features, by profiling the kind of queries users usually make, enable the detection of leakages caused by e.g. privileges misuses. By using context-centric features it is possible to detect misuses related to database usage at unusual location or time. Finally, result-centric features represent the only way to spot leakages caused by the access to illegitimate data values (see Table 1 ). To construct the feature space it is necessary to monitor user's activities in terms of SQL queries. Several ways to capture users' queries are discussed in [18] . To learn representative profiles it is important that during data collection all queries normally submitted to the database are captured to form a training set w.r.t. our definitions.
Definition 2 (Query).
A query Q is a list of n-query values, with one query value Q(f i ) for each feature f i .
Definition 3 (Feature Values).
Each feature f i has a type and an associated finite set of values V i = {v i,1 , . . . , v i,mi } that the feature can take.
Definition 4 (Training Set). The set of queries collected during the monitoring period, comprises our training set T = {Q t 1 , Q t 2 , ..., Q t k }, containing the k queries which will be used to build normal profiles.
Profiling
Profiles should be able to completely describe normal database usage, i.e. which queries are submitted, when, at which location, what results are retrieved and so on. Normal usage may be related to different entities, e.g., the user or the role submitting the query. Thus different profiles may be needed for different 'entities'. The first step in the profiling process is choosing the entity for which profiles are built. These features help in detecting leakages due to users accessing information out of their working scope (e.g. due to excessive privileges granted or misuse of privileges).
Where Clause (length, special chars, columns and tables)
SQL Injection and XSS attacks usually act on the syntax of a query to inject malicious (SQL) statements which can be used to extract sensitive information from the database. Dangerous injected statements usually contain specific keywords that can be monitored to help the detection.
Result Set
The results returned by a query helps in detecting misuses where the query syntax is legitimate (e.g. a doctor can access the table disease and patient) but the data retrieved are not (e.g. the doctor access records of patients she does not treat).
Definition 5 (Profiling Feature).
The profiling featuref ∈ F represents the entity we want to profile. We usex for the value of x for the profiling feature, e.g.ī is the index of the profiling feature,f = fī,V = Vī is the set of profiling values,m = mī is the size of this set, etc.
Definition 6 (Histogram).
A threshold t is a number ∈ [0, 1] or a label in {anomalous, normal }. We define anomalous < 0 and 1 < normal . A bin is a frequency freq ∈ N together with a threshold t. A histogram h i for feature f i has a size |h i | representing the number of queries it contains, and assigns a bin bin(v, h i ) to each value v ∈ V i that f i can take. Given a value v ∈ V i and a histogram h i we write:
, the probability of v in h i .
To build the histograms the training set T is first divided intom subsets S 1 , S 2 , ..., Sm. In each subset S j , the queries have the same value on the profiling feature (namely vī ,j ). For example, if we choose the userid as profiling featurē f and in the training setf only takes 2 different values e.g.,v 1 = rob and v 2 = sally, then the training set will be divided intom = 2 subsets, containing respectively the queries executed by rob and sally. At this point the creation of the profiles can start. Note that when building the profiles (and during detection), we make a restriction in assuming that features are independent of each other (the implications of this assumption are discussed in Section 4).
Definition 7 (Profile).
A profile H is a list of histograms for each feature exceptf . The profile set P gives a profile for each profiling valuev ∈V . We write Hv to refer to the profile for the profiling valuev (e.g. H rob or H sally ). We write hv i to refer to the histogram for feature f i in the profile Hv.
Note that different features are of different data types (nominal, numeric, time and set) and could have wide ranges. To create meaningful profiles we need to create group (or bins) of query values, e.g. 'Timestamp' can be grouped according to the work shift. A key challenge in the creation of the histograms is the definition of an optimal size of its bins -bin width-which depends on the feature data type. For nominal features, we can simply take a bin for each different value encountered. This approach does not work for numeric features as it would lead to an explosion in number of bins. Instead ranges of values are used. The size of the ranges has to be a right balance between narrow (many bins with low frequency, risk of increasing false positives) and wide (few bins with high frequency, risk of missing anomalous queries). For time features, bins can be defined as e.g. hours, days or work shift according to the domain. With a set feature, e.g. the tables used in a query, one could consider two different approaches to define the bins; i) create a different bin for each set; or ii) create a different bin for each element of the set. In the first approach we care about the exact combination of values. In the second only about which values occur. In addition, in the second approach a single query could count towards multiple bins. In this paper we apply the second approach (we omit a deeper discussion of the differences between the two approaches for reason of space).
To finalize the profiling we normalize the histograms into a probability distribution. The transformation is done by dividing the frequency of each bin by the size of the histogram which (right after training) is equal to the size of the related subset S j , thus giving prob
. Normalization is useful to deal with different size of different subsets, e.g. a user more active than another.
Once the histograms have been built, they will represent the normal behaviour: during detection if all the values of a query fall in bins with high frequency, the query will be considered normal, while it will be considered anomalous if at least one value falls in a bin with low or zero frequency.
This way of profiling allows great flexibility. First of all, by setting the profiling feature it is possible to create different profiles, e.g. a profile per userid and a profile per role to check whether users' activities match with their correspondent role. Furthermore, the usage of histograms allows 'online learning': the profile is built one instance at a time which means it is not necessary to retrain the complete model (as it happens e.g. with clustering) in case a new transaction has to be added to the system.
Tuning
In existing solutions the training set is usually assumed to be attack-free and exhaustive, i.e. it is representative w.r.t. normal behaviour. Drawbacks of these assumptions are: i) if an attacker is already active during the data collection, the attack-free assumption can lead to failing to detect some leakages and misuses; and ii) the exhaustive assumption can contribute to the explosion of false positives in case normal behaviour is not fully represented. To detach from these assumptions, we provide a tuning mechanism to allow a security expert to inspect and adapt normal profiles.
During the tuning, the expert can set a global threshold, representing the minimum probability each bin of the training set must satisfy to be considered normal. The global threshold is used to globally label all bins of all histograms of all profiles: if the bin probability is lower than the threshold, the bin is marked as anomalous, it is marked as normal otherwise. The global threshold can be seen as a measure of the level of tolerance towards rare values: a threshold of zero means that every query in the training set is considered legitimate (attack-free assumption), while a threshold higher than zero means that rare values (i.e. value which probability is below threshold) are considered anomalous, hence they will cause an alarm. A zero threshold also means that all the alarms generated during detection are caused by new values, thus a high number of false positives in this setting implies the training does not exhaustively represent normal behaviour.
To allow profile manipulation, after setting the global threshold, it is possible to manually flag each bin as normal or anomalous. For example, if the delete command is always anomalous then it can be flagged as such. In this way the expert can have a general rule of thumb (the global threshold) for initially uniformly labeling all the bins, and the fine-grain mechanism to add exceptions to the general rule. The set of profiles with labeled bins forms the detection engine.
Detection & Feedback Loop
After training, the detection engine analyzes incoming queries w.r.t. normal behaviour profiles to determine whether they are anomalous or not.
Definition 8 (Anomalous Query)
. Consider a query Q by entityv = Q(f ). Writing v i = Q(f i ) for the value Q assumes for feature f i and hv i for the histogram for f i in profile Hv we define: i) R(Q) = {f i : prob(v i , hv i ) <= t(v i , hv i ))}, the root cause set containing the features which values are anomalous; ii) Anomalous(Q) = true ⇐⇒ R(Q) = ∅, which says whether a query is anomalous or not; iii)AnomalyScore(Q) = fi∈R(Q) 1 prob(vi,hv i ) , a score which quantifies how likely anomalous Q is (but not how harmful it is).
In case Q is anomalous an alarm is raised, as shown in Figure 2 . Alarms are listed together with the related profile (sally in the example), the anomaly score, the root cause set and the anomalous query text. The anomaly score is bigger than zero for anomalous queries (rarer values contribute more to the score). The root cause set contains the features which values have no correspondent bin, or fall in one labeled as anomalous, thus causing the alarm. Knowing the root causes of an anomaly helps the security officer in handling the alarm. For a query to be anomalous, it is sufficient that a single feature has a value falling in an anomalous/not existent bin. Of course, several features can cause the anomaly, in which case the anomaly score will be higher and the root cause list wider. When a value has no correspondent bin, i.e. a previously unseen value, we use a minimum probability (rather than zero) to avoid division by zero.
When an alarm is raised the security officer has to handle it. Consider the first alarm shown on the left side of Figure 2 , caused by sally using the columns disease and nationality, and submitting the query at 2:24 am. When the officer selects the alarm, the values of the query (circles) are represented w.r.t. the related profile (histograms) as shown on the right side of the figure. A circle over a bin (bar) means that the query value for that feature falls in that bin. The officer can provide feedback about every alarm, i.e. she can mark each root cause as true positive or false positive. A true positive means that a specific value represent an actual anomaly and that the officer wants to be warned every time it occurs. A false positive instead means that one of the causes of an alarm is benign and it should not cause an alarm any longer. Circles can be green (for normal values), yellow (for values which have still to be evaluated by the officer), and red (for values which have been previously marked as true positive, e.g. nationality). For example, assuming that sally is entitled to use the column disease, the officer will mark such value as a false positive, which will cause a refinement of our profiles: the profile sally will be updated by adding a new bin with the value disease to the corresponding histogram; the bin frequency will be incremented of a unit, and the threshold will be set to normal. This implies that if sally uses the column disease again, no alarm will be raised. In addition, the other alarms related to sally will be updated accordingly, meaning that if an alarm is caused by the use of disease, e.g. the second alarm in Figure 2 , it will be deleted from the list. In this way a single officer's feedback can result in the deletion of multiple alarms, hence reducing the officer's working load.
Evaluation
In this section, we validate our system by addressing the following questions:
-How effective is our framework. To this end, we made an experimental evaluation of its Detection Rate (DR) and its False Positive Rate (FPR). -How does it compare with existing solutions, in particular with Kamra et al. [9] and Wu et al. [10] . To help the comparison we use Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curves [19] and Area Under the Curve (AUC) values. -What is the added value of the feedback mechanism? We test this by measuring the impact a feedback operation has in reducing the FPR.
Methodology
We implemented our framework as a RapidMiner (http://rapidminer.com/) extension, and made experiments with two different datasets, one with 2 Gb of real enterprise transactions, the other one with simulated queries. Both datasets were divided into a Training Set (∼ 70% of the dataset) used to learn the profiles, and a Testing Set (the remaining ∼ 30%) used as input for the detection engine. To measure the FPR we assume both datasets are attack-free (the global threshold is set to zero), which is a common practice in this domain. In this way every alarm raised on the Testing Set can be considered a false positive. Beside the training and the testing set we also have distinct Attack Sets containing malicious query specifically crafted for each dataset. In these settings, we measure FPR and DR as: -FPR=(#alarms raised on the testing set)/(cardinality of the testing set) -DR = (#alarms raised on the attack set)/(cardinality of the attack set) The Enterprise Dataset (ED) is taken from the log of an operational database of a large IT company, with about 100 users, owning 4 different roles. We collected a total of 2,349,198 transactions (1,644,437 in the Training Set and 704,761 in the Testing Set), and extracted the features listed in Table 2 . Note that the Result Set (RS) and the client application role are not available for this dataset. In addition, we have an Attack Set composed of 107 malicious queries devised and executed by the security administrator of the database, logged in as one of the profiled users. These queries represent real threats to the enterprise since they access sensitive information normal employees do not normally access (e.g. other employees' password or user ids).
The Simulated Dataset (SD) was constructed using the healthcare management system GnuHealth (http://health.gnu.org). We simulated normal behaviour (validated by domain experts) consisting of an admin and different users of a hospital, where doctors and nurses take care of patients suffering from different diseases. The Simulated Dataset contains a total of 30,492 queries (21, 344 in the Training Set and 9,148 in the Testing Set); in addition, we simulated two attacks:
-Attack 1 : the admin looks at parts of the database (e.g. the table patient) which she should have no interest in (277 malicious queries); -Attack 2 : a general practitioner, who only treats patients with generic disease (e.g. flu, cough) accesses data of patients with HIV (26 malicious queries). Note that queries in Attack 2 have been specifically crafted to be detected based on RS features only. To compare our framework to competing proposals from literature, we reproduced the systems of [9, 10] and we measured their FPR and DR on both datasets. Both approaches apply Naïve Bayes to learn the userid (or user role) class: an alarm is raised if the class predicted by the classifier differs from the actual one. The main difference between the two solutions is given by the features used to learn the classifier: Kamra et al. adopt a pure syntax-centric approach while Wu et al. add context-centric features. The Kamra et al. solution has three variants -c-quiplet, m-quiplet and f-quiplet -which differs in how fine grained v -feature used by the approach v* -the tables in the from and in the where clause are grouped in a single feature v** -role and userid are mutually exclusively used as labels their feature space is. When comparing the results, it is important to note that our approach differs from [9, 10] not only in the algorithm, but also in the following aspects. First, we consider more features: Table 2 shows the feature space used in our solution and those used by the other two approaches. Secondly, we can take into account the RS; this is however only present in the Simulated Dataset, and for this dataset we made two separate measurements: one with the the RS and the other without. Finally, our system is devised from scratch to include a feedback loop. However, to guarantee fairness, the feedback has not been used when comparing our results with those of [9, 10] . Generally, a detector performs well if it shows both a low FPR (costs) and a high DR (benefits). FPR and DR depend on the true and false alarms raised by a detector. Recall that an alarm is raised if anomaly score > 0 in our solution, and if prediction ! = actual class for the solutions in [9, 10] . To plot ROC curves we measure FPR and DR for varying values of a decision threshold t. The threshold t is used to vary the output of the detectors as follows: for our solution an alarm will be raised if anomaly score > t, while for [9, 10] an alarm will be generated if prediction ! = actual class and the prediction probability > t. To compare different detectors we plot their ROC curves in a single graph: the best detector is the one which ROC curve passes closer to the upper left point (0,1) (zero costs, maximum benefits). In case ROCs intersect, it might be difficult to visually spot which method performs better, thus we reduce ROC curves into a single scalar value: the AUC. Note that outside the ROC context we assume the use of the default value for t which is 0 for all the considered approaches and which leads to the best FPR-DR tradeoff. Table 3 presents the performance of different solutions over the Enterprise Dataset, with userid as profiling feature. The results show that, while the DR is high (100%) for every solution, the White-Box approach has the lowest FPR (1.65%), which is 7 times better than the best results amongst the comparing approaches (Kamra et al., m-quiplet, FPR of 12.24%). Our solution is also the one with the best FPR-DR tradeoff, as shown by the ROC curves in Figure 3 and by the highest AUC value (0.987). This means we can provide the best benefit at the lowest cost, hence we consistently reduce the officer's work load.
Results
On the Simulated Dataset, we could test the performance of our solution also in presence of RS. Results over this dataset, with userid as profiling feature, are shown in Table 4 and confirm the outstanding FPR of the White-Box solution which is orders of magnitude lower than the one of compared approaches (1.09% without RS and 1.41% with RS, versus 44.00% of Wu et al., the next in order with the lowest FPR). Interestingly, the addition of the RS features results in a slight increase of FPR, but it does allow us to detect Attack 2, which was devised explicitly to be detectable only in presence of RS information (therefore Attack 2 should not be detected by syntax-based approaches). With these settings, it is not surprising that the White-Box solution without RS has DR2 = 0.0%: it misses the potential of detecting Attack 2. What is surprising is that DR2 is different from zero for the competing approaches: in principle, neither of them -being syntax-based -should be able to detect this (note that a random guess detector also has a DR different from zero). On the other hand, when we add RS features we obtain the highest DR (80.77%). Note that although we fail to detect all malicious queries in Attack 2, we actually manage to detect the attack and to warn the security officer that a specific user is acting strangely. Finally, the White-Box solution with RS is the one offering the best FPR-DR tradeoff as shown by the ROC in Figure 4 (DR1 and DR2 are combined to plot the ROC). Table 5 shows the results of our test when the user role is chosen as profiling feature. The results refer to the Simulated Dataset only as role information is not available in the Enterprise Dataset. The table shows that FPR is generally lower, while DR is either less than or equal to the results obtained when userid is chosen as profiling feature (see Table 4 ). This is because, especially in large enterprises, userid profiles are more specific than user role profiles. The better FPR is due to the fact that the engine is less sensitive to small variations; the "lower" DR to the fact that profiles are less specific. As shown in the table, the White-Box solution (with and without RS) has the same DR for both userid and role profiles. In the case of Attack 1 this is due to the fact that we have only one user with role admin, which makes role and user profiles identical. In the case of Attack 2 the same DR means that none of the other doctors ever looked at disease HIV, thus if any doctor looks at it, an alarm will be raised. Note that if we add a doctor who treats patients with HIV to the normal behaviour scenarios, DR2 would likely decrease. In overall, as shown by the ROC curves in Figure 5 , the White-Box solution with RS performs better than the others (AUC=0.984), with a small cost in terms of FPR (0.91%). 
13.03% 100% 0.957 
27.68% 100% 0.00% 0.839 Table 5 : Results for Simulated Dataset (role profiles) Impact of the Feedback Loop. A novel component of our framework is a feedback loop mechanism that allows to iteratively decreasing the FPR. All the results shown in the previous section did not take advantage of this feedback mechanisms to ensure a more fair comparison with the other systems in the literature [9, 10] . Table 6 shows how the feedback loop mechanism actually improves the FPR. The table refers to userid profiles, and shows that in the enterprise dataset, only 7 feedback operations are enough to drop the FPR from 1.65% to 0.05% (from 11596 to 318 alarms). On the simulated dataset, 7 feedback operations reduce the FPR from 1.09% to 1.01% and from 1.41% to 1.09% respectively in the solution without and with RS. Note that -as expected -the impact of a single feedback operation is higher when multiple false alarms are caused by the same feature value, e.g. in the enterprise dataset a single feedback operation eliminated 3362 false alarms. It is worth mentioning that a single feedback operation consists of only few mouse clicks: those necessary to mark an alarm as false positive. Finally, note that none of the existing solutions offer a built-in feedback mechanism, mainly because it would require a complete re-training of the detection engine, which is not necessary in our framework.
Discussion, Limitations and Future Work
As our experimental validation has shown, our framework boosts the practical applicability of anomaly-based database leakage detection by presenting the highest DR with a FPR which is orders of magnitude lower when compared to existing solutions. In addition, the FPR can be further reduced by applying the feedback loop to eliminate false positives. Finally, the white-box nature of our solution clearly states the causes of an anomaly, hence helping the officer in handling the alerts. We believe the good results achieved mainly depend on our fine-grained profiles, which allow creating a more faithful model of usage behaviour. On the other hand, we think there are several reasons why the other approaches (we compared to) present a high FPR. First of all, the other solutions use Naïve Bayes which inherently depends on the user's ids (or role) distribution of activities: their performance are usually better with training sets in which actions are evenly distributed amongst users. However, relying on this assumption is a strong limitation in database leakage detection where query data flows are generally not uniformly distributed. Secondly, these solutions have a limited feature space which does not allow to creating fine-grained profiles. However, since Naïve Bayes is not designed to take advantage of each feature in a specific way as we do, we expect that a larger feature space would not significantly improve performance of the other approaches (initial tests seem to confirm this). Although the general good results, our solution still has some limitations we need to address. The major limitation is due to the feature independency assumption used to build profiles. This assumption implies that anomalous queries for which each individual feature by itself is normal cannot be detected. For example, it might be normal that sally delete on column age and select on column disease, however the fact that she delete on column disease might represent a misuse that is currently undetected. To address this problem, we aim at applying data mining techniques (rule-mining in particular) to find combination of features that discriminate anomalies from normal behaviour. The second limitation is related to the detection per single query. In the current implementation, each query is individually analyzed and labeled by the detection engine. In this way, attacks that are split over multiple queries (or multiple sessions) might not be detected. Extending our solution to detect anomalies which involve groups of queries is another interesting path we intend to follow. Finally, several improvements can be made to the feedback mechanism e.g., by adding a signature-based approach to let the officer define fine-grained exception rules.
Related Work
Database Leakage Detection Solutions. Available database leakages detection solutions mainly differ for the type of features (syntax-centric, contextcentric,or result-centric) used for representing normal behaviour.
The works presented in [8] [9] [10] are syntax-centric. In [8] the authors build normal behaviour profiles based on the assumption that SQL commands and their order in each database transaction are relevant. During detection, if an attacker executes valid queries but in an incorrect order, an alert is raised. In [9] normal profiles are built using a Naïve Bayes classifier. The system learns to predict the userid or the role based on the SQL command and on the tables and columns in the query. When a new query arrives, in case the userid (or the role) predicted by the classifier mismatch the actual value, an alarm is raised. In [10] the approach is very similar to the one in [9] , with an extended feature space.
Pure syntax-centric approaches have to deal with some structural limitations. For example, they fail to detect situations where the type of query submitted is normal but the data retrieved is anomalous. These considerations are at the basis of the solution proposed in [12] , that suggests to profile normal behaviour based on the data users retrieve. A mixed approach combining result-centric and context-centric is used in [13] where a mining algorithm is used to define association rules between context and result set. In this way the same request may be legitimate if performed within one context but abnormal within another. Finally, in [14] syntax-centric and result-centric approaches are combined. Normal profiles are represented in terms of statistical distribution: if a new query does not match the original probability distribution, it will be considered anomalous.
Anomaly Detection Techniques. Behaviour-based solutions detect potential database leakages by identifying deviations from normal behaviour, a problem generally known as anomaly detection. Anomaly detection techniques can be divided into supervised, semi-supervised, and unsupervised [20] . In supervised approaches, it is assumed that the training set contains queries labeled either as normal or as anomalous. In the semisupervised approach the assumption is that the training set contains only labels for normal transactions. Finally, in the unsupervised approach no labels are needed: the dataset is sought for intrinsic similarities that can be modeled so that outliers can easily pop out.
In the context of database leakage detection a labeled dataset is very hard to obtain, thus unsupervised techniques are those used the most in this field. Examples of unsupervised techniques include clustering, association rules, and statistical methods. Clustering techniques group similar instances of the training set according to a distance or similarity function. Any sample that does not belong to any cluster is considered an anomaly. A major drawback of clustering techniques is that the number of clusters has to be defined a-priori. In addition, a complete re-training is necessary if a new sample has to be added to the model. Association rules have the main advantage of being self-explanatory, thus creating a white-box system. However, they have a high computational cost and high memory consumption [21] . Finally, statistical methods are based on the probabilistic model generated from the training set: if the probability of the new data instance to be generated by such probabilistic model is very low, then the instance is considered an outlier. Statistical methods includes Hidden Markov Models (HMM) and histogram analysis. HMMs are very good to model temporal relationships, however, the high computational and memory cost, together with the high number of parameters that need to be set can discourage their usage [7, 21] . Histogram-based are the simplest nonparametric statistical techniques. The profiles of normal data are based on the construction of a histogram of frequencies for each feature of the feature space. This technique is computationally inexpensive, and generates a self-explanatory model. Its simplicity and intrinsic white-box structure, together with the support to the online learningno need of retraining when a model update is required-make this solution the best candidate when a model easy to understand and to update is required.
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a white-box behaviour-based database leakage detection system. Our experimental validation shows that our approach provides high DR for different kinds of attacks, both syntax and result set related, by keeping a low FPR. Especially, the FPR is orders of magnitude lower than that of comparable solutions (1.65% over the Enterprise Dataset), thus boosting the practical applicability of our solution. The number of false positives can be fur-ther reduced thanks to the feedback loop. Furthermore, the white-box nature of the solution creates self-explanatory profiles and allows the extraction of the root causes of an alarm. As future work we aim at enhancing our system to cope with current limitations and to extend the validation process to other (real) datasets.
